LIJSL Accepted Passes

COACHESNOTE ALL PASSES HAVE EXPIRATION DATES
PICTURE
This is the new coach’s and assistant coach’s pass. Teams cannot
MEMBER
PASS
STATE: ENYYSAILIJSL
play unless a pass like this is presented before the beginning of a
HERE
game. The pass DOES NOT have the team name, only the club
MEMBER: Coach
name, since a coach can coach any team within his/her club.

NAME: Stewart, Todd
BIRTHDATE:
Massapequa
SEASONAL YEAR:
ID : 000000
8/31/2017 (expires)

If only one coach presents a pass at the beginning of a game and
that coach is red carded the game is over and declared a forfeit.
No other coach may present a pass and coach the team if the only
coach who presented a pass at the beginning of a game is red
carded.

COACHES
00000
ID NUMBER

Expires 8/31/17
PRINT NAME

Todd Stewart

Massapequa
Joan Connor
8/24/15

CLUB

LIJSL REGISTRAR

This pass is acceptable. It is issued to a club board member such
as the club president that does not hold a coach’s pass. It does
allow the bearer of the pass to be on the sidelines with the team
(if presented at the beginning of the game) and coach the team.
The color of the pass is brown and has a picture of the bearer on
the reverse side.

DATE

Trainer Pass
Todd Stewart
Red

Trainer Id: 000000
Issued: Mar 3, 2015
Expires: Aug 31, 2017

This is an ENYYSA issued trainer pass. It allows the bearer of this
pass to be on the sidelines with the team. The bearer of this pass
IS NOT the team coach and someone must submit one of the
above passes in order for the team to play. Teams cannot play if
the only pass presented is the ENYYSA trainer pass. No other
trainer pass is accepted.

This confirms this individual is licensed and risk management
eligible. This s not an endorsement by ENYYSA.

Note:
LIJSL teams ages U13 to U19 are allowed to roster and dress 22 players for any
LIJSL or LI CUP game. Teams can only dress 18 players for all other games such as
ENY State Cup, ENY Premier or Region 1 Premier Games.
All LIJSL U8 and U9 teams can use any player from any other team within their
club within the same age group. These teams are developmental so the players
are inter-changeable as long as the club name and age group is the same.

